
Four Ways Supply Chain Design Enables Continuous 
Supply Chain Improvement and Innovation
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The Corporate Supply Chain
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The Supply Chain Challenge
Volatility and Change is the New Normal

INTERNAL FACTORS

EXTERNAL FACTORS



SERVICE & PERFORMANCE METRICS
How does a change in inventory policy effect 
my service rates?
How many shipments will be late?
Am I at risk of hitting capacity constraints?
Will this new schedule improve throughout?

With Volatility and Change Come More Questions To Answer

PRODUCT FLOW
How much does it cost to serve each 
customer?
Which ports should I be using?
Should I consolidate my inbound 
through a cross-dock?

TRANSPORTATION
How many routes & assets do I need?
What if I change delivery frequency?
How can I reduce my empty miles?
Can I combine inbound and outbound shipments?

INVENTORY
How much inventory do I need?
How much does it cost to increase my 
service levels?
Where should I stock each product?

PRODUCTION FOOTPRINT
When should I pre-build?
Where should I make each product?
Do I have the right balance of capacity?
Should I be outsourcing production?

NETWORK STRUCTURE
Should I lease of build new sites?
Who should source each customer?
When do I need more capacity?
How do I consolidate assets? PRODUCT DEMAND

How are customers buying our products?
How should I segment different 
customers and products?

There is 
Seemingly No 
Limit to the 
Questions
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Great Planning & Execution Cannot Overcome Bad Design



Design vs. Planning / Execution

ExecutionPlanningDesign

Keep The 
Wheels Turning

What Can I Do To Improve 
My Existing Supply Chain?

What Supply Chain 
Should I Have?
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An Integrated Supply Chain Design Platform
Enables Businesses To …

Visualize and Analyze the Current Supply Chain 
Operations

Validate Potential Supply Chain Changes and 
Continuously Test New What-If Scenarios

Optimize the Supply Chain for the Right Balance 
Between Cost, Service, Sustainability and Risk

Rapidly Respond to Unplanned Disruptions, 
Market Fluctuations or New Business Strategies



Supply Chain Design Drives Significant Cost Savings
Making Your Supply Chain a Competitive Advantage

2015 University of Michigan Study
SC Design COE’s Impact

Ajit Sharma, Ross School of Business

< $ 1 Mn.

$1 - $10 Mn.

$10 - $50 Mn.

$ 50 Mn.+

2015 SummerCon Survey
SC Design Project Impact

94 Respondents
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Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design
Power Modeling & Analytics

Talent Development

Data Management Knowledge Management 



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Data Management Challenges 

• Logging into multiple systems

• Manual data transformation

• Tribal knowledge

• Uniting business knowledge and data 
expertise



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Data Management Solution

• Collect, cleanse and blend data from 
multiple sources

• Instantly understand your data

• Automatically build models 

• Enable collaboration and elevate skills 
across the team



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Modeling & Analytics Challenges

• Spreadsheet-based models can’t 
accommodate data volume, complexity 

• Extended time-to-answer
• Model build time

• Solve time

• Analysis and reporting

• Multiple systems for network, inventory 
and route design

• No risk-free way to test new designs



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Power Modeling & Analytics Solution

• Build living, digital models of end-to-end 
supply chain to SKU level

• Scenario manager for simplified sensitivity 
analysis

• Network, product flow, cost-to-serve, 
inventory, production, transportation 
optimization and greenfield and 
simulation in single UI and data model

• Rapid cloud solve

• Rich mapping and visualization



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Knowledge Management Challenges

• Models limited to analyst desktop 
or central office location

• No centralized location for 
models/model collaboration

• Spreadsheet and legacy models, 
tribal knowledge prohibit use by 
others in the company



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Knowledge Management Solution
• Include colleagues across the business in 

the design and planning process by 
creating workgroups and teams

• Store and sync all supporting materials 
and analysis for models in one location

• Share models, scenarios, reports, 
dashboards with team members and 
executives

• Access to models and analysis anywhere, 
anytime, from any device or browser



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Talent Development Challenges

• Talent shortage

• Analyst turnover

• Wrong skillsets

• Lack of career development, 
direction



Sustainable Excellence in Supply Chain Design

Talent Development Solution

• Executive sponsorship and 
support of design thinking

• Develop a plan for initiatives 
based upon driving business value

• Develop the right team and 
structure

• Coaching and training: develop 
talent beyond core analytics
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Case Study – F&B Industry
Ambev – Optimal Road-To-Market Network

24

Key Business Questions
• How can we redesign our network for Bahía and 

for Rio de Janeiro States in such a way that we 
minimize overall cost, avoid excess credits on 
taxes, and still comply with our service level 
agreements?

• What would be the action plan to implement for 
the next 5 years to develop the Road-To-Market 
Footprint?

The Approach
• We developed a standard approach to be used 

throughout their operations in Latin America, to 
develop these studies using Supply Chain Guru®.

• The project approach had both the objective of 
minimizing cost, including complex tax modeling.  It 
also implied knowledge transfer and helping them 
build a standard methodology, from data gathering 
to reporting.

The Outcome
• Reduction in overall costs for the network in 8% 

year to year.
• Identification of the roadmap of changes to current 

distribution centers and wholesalers in network

Description: Ambev, formally Companhia de Bebidas das Américas
is a Brazilian brewing company. It is the biggest brewery in Latin 
America and the fifth in the world.  Ambev operates in 14 countries 
in the America
Revenue: 14.7 Billion USD
Employees 46,800

Interesting Facts

The first two projects 
were focused in Bahía 
State and in Rio de 
Janeiro, two of the most 
complex states for the 
operation.

With more than 65k 
demand points in Bahía 
& more than 150k in Rio 
de Janeiro State, the 
models were quite 
sizeable.

Taxes in Brazil implied 
dealing with credits 
(negatives) and debits 
(positives) in the cost 
accounting in the 
model, as well as 
balancing these per 
state to net zero.
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Case Study – F&B Industry
Cervecería Nacional Dominicana – Optimal Manufacturing & RTM Footprint

Key Business Questions
• How to redesign the overall network taking into account 

distribution capacity, manufacturing capacity and 
capability development, and at the same time optimally 
allocate inventory for both finished goods and 
returnables?

• What would be the 5 year implementation plan for 
these investments required?

• What is the fleet required to be able to manage this 
growth envisioned in the 5 year horizon?

The Approach
• Developed a model that integrates both the 

manufacturing footprint and possible capability 
development, as well as the distribution all the way to 
final demand points.

• The model also accounts for the actual inventory on 
hand capacity of facilities and inventory conditions.

• Vehicles are also managed as transportation assets and 
of different types according to current operation.

The Outcome
• The models showed the investment timeline to be done 

in capacity, as well as opportunities in reassignment of 
DCs to customers.  Savings of 14% year to year were 
identified.

• Inventory savings were also obtained at a 5%

Description: Primary beer producer in the Dominican Republic, the 
company is owned by AmBev and Grupo León Jimenes. It was 
founded in 1929 by the American entrepreneur Charles H. Wanzer. 
It first released its major brand Presidente in 1935, and has since 
expanded to other brands such as Bohemia Especial, Presidente
Light and Ambar. It employs 2,500 people and produces up to 500 
million liters of beer.
Revenue: 1.2 Billion USD
Employees 2,500

Interesting Facts

The project was done 
during the merger with 
ABInBev, and therefore 
had to take into account 
the transition factors of 
the operation.

More than 45k demand 
points in all the country 
and a complexity of 
own fleet as well as 
complete own 
operation

Tough constraints on 
traffic and road network 
constraints for different 
types of vehicles.  We 
were also modeling 
new vehicles that were 
being design, were non 
existent.
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Case Study – Oil & Gas Industry
Petronas – Building a Roadmap for Success

Key Business Questions
• How to develop a capability for designing the 

optimal supply chain for the next 5 years in LATAM?
• How to optimally allocate inventory in this 

network?
• How should product flow through the system? How 

should tax implications be taken care of?
• How to Make a local initiative a global initiative?

The Approach
• Develop a model that captures information directly 

from SAP®, Excel, and other systems.
• Clean the data, validate the data, and transform it 

to complete a database
• Create the model, and scenarios to get answers to 

the business.
• Participate in S&OP meetings to give visibility on 

last minute changes impact on the overall supply 
chain performance.

• Initially deliver a diagnostic, maturity analysis, and 
numeric results and benefits

The Outcome
• Provide the structure of a sCOE for LATAM, with the 

correct sponsorship, support, and organization.
• Coach more companies in developing their 

capability.

Interesting Facts

As a result we currently 
have a global sCOE
working with 
representation in LATAM, 
EU, and Malaysia.  It is a 
descentralized approach 
with general 
prerrogatives for all the 
regional teams.  Below 
are estimated savings
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Priorization Matrix

After doing the maturity assessment to determine the proclivity of the 
particular operation to respond positively and in a timely manner to the 
studies, and doing the current performance assessment to determine 
Quick Win opportunities in the operation, each of the potential projects 
can be classified into one of the following quadrants.

Immediate priority: Potential projects that are easy to implement given 
maturity and also have a high Quick Win impact, based on performance.

Plan to Deilver: projects which have a high complexility to implement, 
but a high return on quick wins.  Might be important to schedule and 
think on how to improve on the maturity side

Exploit in Time: projects that are simple to implement but the return is 
very low.  This are "as time permits" projects.

Review at later date:  projects that present low return and high 
complexity, these might be important to review under a different 
context, for context might change this classifciation at any given time

Review time:  Every Quarter
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Case Study – F&B Industry
Quilmes – Optimal Manufacturing Footprint

Key Business Questions
• How to define the optimal manufacturing footprint 

for the next 10 years?  What are the key capabilities 
to implement?  Would these be done by 
incrementing productivity, or purchasing and 
additional line, or building a new plant, or using a 
comanufacturers?

The Approach
• A model was developed to capture the overall logic 

for production in detail, as well as storage capacity 
to the first echelon of the supply chain.

• Raw material inventory and capacity are taken into 
account in the analysis

• Standard reporting allows to determine the 
allocation of capacity for each production plant, 
and production line, as well as investments 
determined optimally.

• NPV maximization is the key definition in this case.

The Outcome
• Reduction in production costs within 5% year to 

year and detailed plan of execution on investments 
in additional production capabilities.

Description:  is an Argentine Brewery founded in 1888 in Quilmes, 
Buenos Aires Province, by Otto Bemberg, a German immigrant.  The 
company quickly started growing and in the 1920s it was already 
the most popular beer in Buenos Aires. Since then, it has become 
something of a national symbol, and has 75% of the beer market 
share in Argentina. As of 2005, la Quilmes has plants in Quilmes, 
Zárate, Tres Arroyos, Corrientes, Tucumán and Mendoza. It sells a 
yearly total of around 17 million hL of beer and 8 million hL of soft 
drinks and others.
Revenue: 6.5 Billion USD
Employees 3,800

Interesting Facts

The first model was 
related mainly to the 
production 
manufacturing footprint.  
Improvement vs the 
previous technology 
used were considerable

The users have now 
rotated three times in 
Quilmes, but 
consistency in the 
modeling, and best 
practices allows them 
to continue ahead.

Complications are due 
to the variety of beers 
and raw materials.  All 
the continuous 
modeling of the tanks 
for the malt are really 
complicated.
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Case Study – F&B Industry
SAB Miller/ Bavaria – Tactical Design Fleet Sizing & Distribution Optimization

Key Business Questions
• Are there any additional savings stemming from a 

tactical optimization of the end-to-end modeling?
• Is there a rule that can be determined in order to 

identify if we should move a facility to be a DC to a 
Crossdock, or to be a direct shipment?

• What should the optimal fleet size be for the 
operation?

The Approach
• Answer to the key questions of the business
• Overall business case that has been validated to be 

operational
• Step by step implementation plan and schedule
• Overall models that were built using Data Guru® for 

automation and simplifying model refresh
• Key test of the Fleet Sizing and Backhaul Optimization 

models
• Identify a method to easily determine the best 

distribution assignment for facilities using Logit 
statistical models

The Outcome
• Achieved overall 16M USD in savings year to year, 

which is 8% of overall supply chain costs.

Description: formally known as Bavaria S.A., is a Colombian brewery 
company founded on April 4, 1889 by Leo S. Kopp, a German 
immigrant. It is a subsidiary of SABMiller. Before the merger, 
Bavaria was the second largest brewery in South America.
Revenue: 3.8 Billion USD
Employees: 16,369

Interesting Facts

The initial project 
developed was detailing 
the operation such that 
we could determine 
when to have a Xdock
instead of a DC.

More than 500k 
demand points in over 
3k municipalities in the 
overall country.  Fleet 
size of over 3k vehicles.

All the savings were 
implemented during 
this year and are also 
scheduled for the 
following fiscal year.   
Some savings were also 
identified in inventory 
for returnables in DCs.
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Case Study – F&B Industry
Bachoco – Tactical Production, Inventory Design

Key Business Questions
• Bachoco needs to identify optimally how to design 

production and inventory on a weekly basis, and also 
what should be the optimal inventory levels and 
production needs for new products?

• How to optimally balance demand & offer needs in 
the business at a weekly basis and maximize margin?

The Approach
• Develop a model that captures information directly 

from SAP®, Excel, and other systems using Data 
Guru®

• Clean the data, validate the data, and transform it to 
complete a database

• Create the model, and scenarios to get answers to 
the business.

• Participate in S&OP meetings to give visibility on last 
minute changes impact on the overall supply chain 
performance.

The Outcome
• Significant improvements in productivity in their 

current processes
• Greater visibility and cost avoidance on strategic 

network growth.
• Optimal Balance between demand and offer

Interesting Facts

Industrias Bachoco S.A.B. 
de C.V. is Mexico’s leading 
producer and processor of 
poultry products with over 
700 production and 
distribution facilities 
throughout the country. 

The company is also 
Mexico’s second-largest 
producer of table eggs. It 
sells swine to meat packers 
for the production of pork 
products, and is an 
important player in the 
balanced feed industry in 
Mexico. The company 
posted net sales of US$1.36 
billion for 2005 divided 
among the Company’s four 
main product lines as 
follows: 80.1% chicken and 
chicken-related products, 
8.7% table eggs, 7.2% 
balanced feed, and 4.0% 
swine and other lines.
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Case Study – CPG Industry
Unilever Brazil – Optimal Network Design (including fiscal impacts)

Key Business Questions
• How to determine the optimal Distribution 

Footprint for the following 7 years?  Which will be 
the optimal mix between fully deployed DCs and 
CrossDocks?  How to consider current Brazilian 
taxes and benefits while optimizing overall logistics 
costs?

The Approach
• An automated model considering both logistics 

costs and taxes and duties impacts was generated 
using LLamasoft technologies Data Guru and Supply 
Chain Guru. This structure enabled the model to be 
updated with the latest tax inputs that are used to 
change very frequently

The Outcome
• Including both perspective and minimizing not only 

logistics costs, through the analysis the team was 
able to identify an actual implementable scenario 
solutions with potential reductions between 5% 
and 15% overall costs while not impacting service 
levels in a significant way.

Description:  Unilever is an Anglo-Dutch multinational consumer goods 
company co-headquartered in Rotterdam, Netherlands, and London, 
United Kingdom. Its products include food, beverages, cleaning agents 
and personal care products. It is the world's third-largest consumer 
goods company measured by 2012 revenue. Unilever owns over 400 
brands, but focuses on 14 brands with sales of over 1 billion euros.
Revenue: 53.3 Billion EUR
Employees 172,000

Interesting Facts

High tax and duties 
optimization complexity 
due to the different 
variations based on 
origins, destinations, and 
categories of products

Since tax and duties 
inputs are very volatile, 
model automation 
through Data Guru was 
required to enable a 
truly standardized 
process that could  be 
reevaluated by the 
team from time to time. 

Some complex logistics 
implications were taken 
into account to enable 
the feasibility of the 
solutions such as single 
or specific state to 
customer assigments.
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Thank You

Toby@LLamasoft.com

www.LLamasoft.com


